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Abstract. Magnetic clouds (MCs) consist of flux ropes that are ejected from the low solar
corona during eruptive flares. Following their ejection, they propagate in the interplanetary
medium where they can be detected by in situ instruments and heliospheric imagers onboard
spacecraft. Although in situ measurements give a wide range of data, these only depict the
nature of the MC along the unidirectional trajectory crossing of a spacecraft. As such, direct 3D
measurements of MC characteristics are impossible. From a statistical analysis of a wide range
of MCs detected at 1 AU by the Wind spacecraft, we propose different methods to deduce the
most probable magnetic cloud axis shape. These methods include the comparison of synthetic
distributions with observed distributions of the axis orientation, as well as the direct integration
of observed probability distribution to deduce the global MC axis shape. The overall shape given
by those two methods is then compared with 2D heliospheric images of a propagating MC and
we find similar geometrical features.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic clouds (MCs) form a subclass of Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections

(ICMEs), which are released in the interplanetary medium during eruptive flares (Gosling
et al. 1990). As they transport a large amount of plasma material and magnetic flux, they
are amongst the main drivers of space weather (Gosling 1993; Marubashi 2000). Although
an ICME definition depends on measurements and authors (see review of Démoulin 2014),
MCs are strictly defined, for example, by an enhanced magnetic field strength and a
smooth rotation of the magnetic field direction through a large angle (Dasso et al. 2005).
This magnetic field rotation indicates the existence of a flux rope (FR) (e.g., Lepping
et al. 1990; Dasso et al. 2006) that is well correlated with observations of eruptive flare
configurations (e.g., Zhang et al. 2012; Title 2014), as well as with theoretical models
reproducing the underlying processes of eruptive flares (e.g., the tether cutting model of
Moore et al. 1997 or the torus-unstable model of Aulanier et al. 2010).

Understanding the structure of MCs is important for several reasons. For example,
knowing the characteristics of the magnetic FR can help us to understand the role of
the field line length in the time delay of energetic particles detection (see Larson et al.
1997 and Masson et al. 2012). Similarly, it can help us to link MC structures with the
3D configuration of the associated solar source (see Nakwacki et al. 2011), as well as
to calculate the budget for the magnetic helicity, magnetic energy and flux (e.g., Dasso
et al. 2005 and Démoulin et al. 2002).

However, deriving the 3D MC structure is not at all straightforward from one sample
of data; as the spacecraft is crossing the MC along a unidirectional trajectory, it can
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Figure 1. (a) Definition of the location angle, λ, and (b) the related non-uniform distribution
from observations of a set of 107 MCs observed by Wind.

only locally measure MC characteristics. Then, from 1D data, several different fitting
procedures can be applied (see review of Démoulin 2014) but all of them necessitate
more or less drastic hypotheses (e.g., Sonnerup et al. 2006). All in all, information of one
event extrapolated from 1D measured parameters to get the 3D characteristics of a MC
can lead to a large error when estimating its properties.

One solution to this problem is to have multiple spacecraft crossings (e.g., Kilpua
et al. 2011). However, the occurence of such an event is too rare to properly investigate
the general characteristics of MCs. In the following, we propose a new study based on
statistical analyses of a sample of several MCs crossed by the same spacecraft and fitted
by the same analytical model. In particular, we are interested in the most probable shape
of the FR axis of observed MCs. The methodology, results and discussion are summarized
in the present paper, but more information are found in Janvier et al. (2013).

2. Location angle, λ, distribution
In the present work, MCs properties are investigated via a statistical analysis of MC

measurements so as to deduce the general FR axis shape. The set of MCs that is chosen
is a sample of 107 MCs detected by the Wind spacecraft (located at 1 AU) during 15
years (Lepping & Wu 2010). This list also gives their physical characteristics following the
Lundquist fitting model (see Lundquist 1950), such as their sizes and their orientations.
In addition, we introduce two new orientation angles, namely the inclination angle, i,
which measures the angle between the plane of the MC axis and the ecliptic plane, and
the location angle, λ, that measures the angle between the local direction of the MC
axis and the orthoradial (see Fig. 1a, where λ can be understood as the location of the
spacecraft regarding the MC). These two parameters are more adapted to the study of
the FR axis shape than the standard direction parameters (longitude and latitude).

From the list of MC parameters, a problem can be raised: since all MCs have different
characteristics (in terms of speed, size, ...), can a sample of MCs be considered as a whole
so as to statistically analyze the behavior of one parameter? Would it not be necessary
to categorize MCs in sub-classes so as to properly investigate this parameter? In other
words, if the FR axis shape is analyzed via the location angle λ, does not this shape also
depend on other intrinsic properties of MCs?

To answer this question, the distribution of the location angle, λ, (Fig.1b) was thor-
oughly investigated as a function of all the other MCs parameters. Especially, sub-groups
of MCs ordered in function of their characteristics (say, the radius) were made, so as to
investigate the changes in the λ-distribution. Since no changes can be reported, and as
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Figure 2. (a) Diagram representing the analytical ellipse shape given to the FR axis, with
parameters ρ and ϕ in cylindrical coordinates. (b) Synthetic distributions deduced from the
analytical shapes when varying the aspect ratio, at fixed ϕm ax = 30◦. (c) Matching of the
synthetic distribution for aspect ratio = 1.25 with the observed probability distribution.

there is only a very weak correlation between λ and all other MCs intrinsic parameters,
we verified that the Wind sample of 107 MCs can be analyzed together as a whole, so as
to deduce the most probable axis shape from this set of data.

Let us now focus on the properties of the λ distribution function. Contrary to the
distribution of the inclination angle, i, which is flat (see Janvier et al. 2013), the distri-
bution of the location angle is non-uniform. A flat distribution for i implies that there
is no privileged inclination for the detection of a MC by a spacecraft: North/South or
East/West MCs are detected the same. However, a non-uniform decreasing distribution
of |λ|, Pobs(λ), implies that MCs are more often detected at the apex (see Fig. 1a) than
in the legs. This is an interesting property that has implications on the axis shape of the
FR.

To investigate the characteristics of Pobs(λ), we propose two joint methods. First,
synthetic distributions are derived from an analytical MC model, and are then compared
with Pobs(λ). As a second step, Pobs(λ) is directly integrated so as to derive the most
probable FR axis shape.

3. Flux rope axis shape deduced from two statistical methods
Synthetic distributions method. This first method implies creating synthetic distribu-

tions from an analytical model of a FR axis shape and comparing them with Pobs(λ).
We analyze the shape of the FR axis as an ellipse joined at two ends to the Sun. The
ellipse is parametrized in cylindrical coordinates by the radius, ρ, and the rotation an-
gle, ϕ, that are themselves expressed as a function of the ellipse parameters (Fig.2a).
The full extension of the ellipse is given as ϕmax. From this analytical shape, we can
derive an expression of a probability distribution for λ: Psynth(λ) = P(ϕ)|dϕ/dλ| where
P(ϕ) = 1/(2ϕmax). Different Psynth(λ) are obtained by varying the axis shape. Then,
when compared with the observed probability distribution (Fig.2c), we found a very
good correlation for an aspect ratio of the ellipse, b/a = 1.25. Note that those results
depend on one free parameter, ϕmax. However, by changing its values, we checked that
ϕmax has a small effect on the shapes taken by Psynth(λ) contrary to the aspect ratio.

Direct derivation of the FR axis shape from Pobs(λ). As a second method, we directly
use the observed distribution. By integrating Pobs(λ), we express the parameters ρ and
ϕ of the FR axis shape in cylindrical coordinates (without assuming any preconceived
ellipse shape). Note here that, similarly with the first method, there is one free parameter,
ϕmax, that cannot be constrained. As such, different shapes are derived, depending on
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the values of the maximum elongation, but all are similar to that found with the first
method, making both methods consistent.

Comparison with heliospheric imagers. Since heliospheric imagers give information on
the shape of propagating structures from the Sun, we use such data to compare the FR
axis shapes seen in 2D images with that found by statistical methods. For that, we chose
an event that was best seen in terms of FR detection. This event was recorded by HI
imagers onboard STEREO-A (see Möstl et al. 2009). We then repeated several times
manual pointing of the FR axis in different images, and tracked its propagation. We
found that although the FR grows larger with time, there is a self-similarity in the shape
of the axis that can be directly compared with the shapes obtained with the previous
methods. Furthermore, using the heliospheric images allowed us to constrain the free
parameter, ϕmax, to 30◦.

4. Conclusion
The present paper summarizes different methods used to derive the most probable

FR axis shape. For that, we used in situ data from a sample of MCs detected by Wind
spacecraft over 15 years. In particular, we studied the characteristics of the non-uniform
distribution of the location angle, λ, a parameter that is directly related to the location
of the spacecraft along the FR axis, and therefore to its shape. After verifying that λ was
strictly uncorrelated with all other MC parameters, to ensure the consistency of the full
set of data, we compared synthetic distributions obtained from analytical FR axis shape
with the observed distribution. Similar results with this method and with the direction in-
tegration of the observed distribution were found. Then, for completeness of the study, we
finally used heliospheric images to compare the shape observed in a propagating MC with
shapes determined with in situ data. All those methods prove to be consistent and we were
able to find the most probable shape of FR axis (see Figs 10 and 12 in Janvier et al. 2013).
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